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Dominant Vowels- 4 A 

ARAWANA AAAANRW  arowana (tropical fish) [n -S] 

ATALAYA AAAALTY  watchtower [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

ABASIAS AAABISS ABASIA, defect in muscular coordination in walking [n] 

ABAXIAL AAABILX situated away from axis [adj] 

ABFARAD AAABDFR unit of capacitance [n -S] 

ABOMASA AAABMOS ABOMASUM, fourth stomach of ruminant [n] 

ACACIAS AAACCIS ACACIA, flowering tree or shrub [n] 

ACANTHA AAACHNT sharp spiny part [n -E] 

ACAPNIA AAACINP lack of carbon dioxide in blood and tissues [n -S] 

ACAUDAL AAACDLU having no tail [adj] 

ACRASIA AAACIRS lack of self-control [n -S] 

ADAGIAL AAADGIL ADAGE, traditional saying expressing common observation [adj] 

ADAMANT AAADMNT extremely hard substance [n -S]  

ADAXIAL AAADILX situated on same side as [adj] 

AGGADAH AAADGGH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

AGGADAS AAADGGS AGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] 

AGRAPHA AAAGHPR sayings of Jesus not found in Bible [n AGRAPHA] 

AKRASIA AAAIKRS acrasia (lack of self-control) [n -S]  

ALAMEDA AAADELM shaded walkway [n -S] 

ALASKAS AAAKLSS ALASKA, heavy fabric [n] 

ALBATAS AAABLST ALBATA, alloy of copper, nickel, and zinc [n] 

ALCAZAR AAACLRZ Spanish fortress or palace [n -S] 

ALFALFA AAAFFLL plant cultivated for use as hay and forage [n -S] 

ALMANAC AAACLMN annual publication containing general information [n -S] 

ALPACAS AAACLPS ALPACA, ruminant mammal [n] 

ALTHAEA AAAEHLT althea (flowering plant) [n -S] 

AMALGAM AAAGLMM alloy of mercury with another metal [n -S] 

AMANITA AAAIMNT any of genus of poisonous fungi [n -S] 

ANAEMIA AAAEIMN anemia (disorder of blood) [n -S]  

ANAGRAM AAAGMNR to transpose letters of word or phrase to form new one [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

ANALGIA AAAGILN inability to feel pain [n -S] 

ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] 

ANATASE AAAENST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANGARIA AAAGINR angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n -S] 

APANAGE AAAEGNP appanage (land or revenue granted to member of royal family) [n -S] 

APHAGIA AAAGHIP inability to swallow [n -S] 

APHASIA AAAHIPS loss of ability to use words [n -S] 

APLANAT AAALNPT type of reflecting or refracting surface [n -S] 

APLASIA AAAILPS defective development of organ or part [n -S] 

APPARAT AAAPPRT political organization [n -S] 

APRAXIA AAAIPRX loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n -S]  
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AQUARIA AAAIQRU AQUARIUM, water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n] 

ARABICA AAABCIR evergreen shrub that produces coffee beans [n -S] 

ARAROBA AAABORR Brazilian tree [n -S] 

ARCADIA AAACDIR region of simple pleasure and quiet [n -S] 

ARCHAEA AAACEHR ARCHAEON, archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n] / large group of microorganisms [n ARCHAEA] 

AREAWAY AAAERWY sunken area leading to basement entrance [n -S] 

ARGALAS AAAGLRS ARGALA, type of stork (wading bird) [n] 

ARMADAS AAADMRS ARMADA, fleet of warships [n] 

AROWANA AAANORW tropical fish [n -S] 

ARRAYAL AAALRRY act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n -S] 

ARUANAS AAANRSU ARUANA, arowana (tropical fish) [n] 

ASHRAMA AAAHMRS stage of life in Hinduism [n -S] 

ASRAMAS AAAMRSS ASRAMA, ashram (secluded dwelling of Hindu sage) [n] 

ASSAGAI AAAGISS to pierce with light spear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASTANGA AAAGNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTASIA AAAISST inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n -S] 

ATABALS AAABLST ATABAL, type of drum [n] 

ATAGHAN AAAGHNT yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S] 

ATAMANS AAAMNST ATAMAN, hetman (cossack leader) [n] 

ATARAXY AAARTXY ataraxia (peace of mind) [n -XIES] 

ATAXIAS AAAISTX ATAXIA, loss of muscular coordination [n] 

AVATARS AAARSTV AVATAR, incarnation of Hindu deity [n] 

AZALEAS AAAELSZ AZALEA, flowering shrub [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

BAASKAP AAABKPS policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n -S] 

BACALAO AAABCLO baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S] 

BACCALA AAABCCL codfish (marine food fish) [n -S] 

BACCARA AAABCCR baccarat (card game) [n -S] 

BAKLAVA AAABKLV Turkish pastry [n -S] 

BAKLAWA AAABKLW baklava (Turkish pastry) [n -S] 

BALATAS AAABLST BALATA, tropical tree [n] 

BANANAS AAABNNS BANANA, edible fruit [n] 

BANDANA AAABDNN bandanna (large, colored handkerchief) [n -S] 

BATATAS AAABSTT BATATA, sweet potato [n] 

BAZAARS AAABRSZ BAZAAR, marketplace [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

CABALAS AAABCLS CABALA, occult or secret doctrine [n] 

CABANAS AAABCNS CABANA, small cabin [n] 

CABBALA AAABBCL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

CACHACA AAACCCH Brazilian liquor [n -S] 

CALAMAR AAACLMR calamary (squid) [n -S] 

CANASTA AAACNST card game [n -S] 

CANTALA AAACLNT tropical plant [n -S] 

CANTATA AAACNTT vocal composition [n -S] 
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CARABAO AAABCOR water buffalo [n -S] 

CARACAL AAACCLR African lynx [n -S] 

CARAMBA AAABCMR used to express surprise or dismay [interj] 

CARAPAX AAACPRX carapace (hard, protective outer covering) [n -ES] 

CARAVAN AAACNRV to travel in group [v -ED, -NNED, -ING, -NNING, -S] 

CARAWAY AAACRWY herb used in cooking [n -S] 

CASABAS AAABCSS CASABA, variety of melon [n] 

CASAVAS AAACSSV CASAVA, cassava (tropical plant) [n] 

CASCARA AAACCRS medicinal tree bark [n -S] 

CASSABA AAABCSS casaba (variety of melon) [n -S] 

CASSATA AAACSST Italian ice cream [n -S] 

CASSAVA AAACSSV tropical plant [n -S] 

CATALPA AAACLPT tree [n -S] 

CATAWBA AAABCTW variety of fox grape [n -S] 

CAVALLA AAACLLV large food fish [n -S] 

CHALAZA AAACHLZ band of tissue in egg [n -E, -S]  

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

DAMIANA AAADIMN tropical American shrub [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

FALBALA AAABFLL trimming for woman's garment [n -S] 

FARADAY AAADFRY unit of electricity [n -S] 

FARAWAY AAAFRWY distant (far off or apart) [adj] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

GALABIA AAABGIL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

GALANGA AAAGGLN galangal (medicinal plant) [n -S] 

GALATEA AAAEGLT strong cotton fabric [n -S] 

GAZANIA AAAGINZ South African herb [n -S] 

GUARANA AAAGNRU South American shrub [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

HAFTARA AAAFHRT haphtara (biblical selection) [n -S, -ROT, -ROT] 

HAGGADA AAADGGH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

HALACHA AAACHHL legal part of Talmud [n -S, -HOT, -HOTH] 

HALAKAH AAAHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -KOTH]  

HALAKHA AAAHHKL halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT] 

HALALAH AAAHHLL halala (Saudi Arabian coin) [n -S] 

HALALAS AAAHLLS HALALA, Saudi Arabian coin [n] 

HALAVAH AAAHHLV halvah (Turkish confection) [n -S] 

HAMADAS AAADHMS HAMADA, hammada (desert plateau of bedrock) [n] 

HAMATSA AAAHMST dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n -S] 

HAMMADA AAADHMM desert plateau of bedrock [n -S] 

HARIANA AAAHINR breed of cattle [n -S] 

HAWALAS AAAHLSW HAWALA, type of financial arrangement in Islamic societies [n] 
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Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

JACAMAR AAACJMR tropical bird [n -S] 

JACANAS AAACJNS JACANA, wading bird [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

KABAKAS AAABKKS KABAKA, Ugandan emperor [n] 

KABALAS AAABKLS KABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

KABAYAS AAABKSY KABAYA, cotton jacket [n] 

KABBALA AAABBKL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

KAMALAS AAAKLMS KAMALA, Asian tree [n] 

KATANAS AAAKNST KATANA, Japanese single-edged sword [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

LAMBADA AAABDLM Brazilian dance [n -S] 

LANTANA AAALNNT tropical shrub [n -S] 

LASAGNA AAAGLNS Italian baked dish [n -S] 

LATAKIA AAAIKLT variety of Turkish tobacco [n -S] 

LAYAWAY AAALWYY item that has been reserved with down payment [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

MACADAM AAACDMM type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S] 

MACHACA AAACCHM Mexican dish featuring shredded meat fried with vegetables [n -S] 

MADRASA AAADMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MAGMATA AAAGMMT MAGMA, molten matter from which igneous rock is formed [n] 

MAHATMA AAAHMMT Hindu sage [n -S] 

MAJAGUA AAAGJMU tropical tree [n -S] 

MALACCA AAACCLM cane of Asian rattan palm [n -S] 

MALANGA AAAGLMN yautia (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MALARIA AAAILMR infectious disease [n -S] 

MAMASAN AAAMMNS Japanese woman in position of authority [n -S] 

MANANAS AAAMNNS MANANA, tomorrow (day following today) [n] 

MANDALA AAADLMN Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n -S] 

MARACAS AAACMRS MARACA, percussion instrument [n] 

MARANTA AAAMNRT tropical plant [n -S] 

MARASCA AAACMRS wild cherry [n -S] 

MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARSALA AAALMRS Sicilian wine [n -S] 

MASALAS AAALMSS MASALA, blend of spices used in Indian cooking [n] 

MASCARA AAACMRS to color eyelashes or eyebrows with cosmetic [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MASTABA AAABMST ancient Egyptian tomb [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

NAGANAS AAAGNNS NAGANA, disease of horses in Africa [n] 

NIAGARA AAAGINR outpouring or deluge [n -S] 
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Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

PAISANA AAAINPS female compatriot [n -S] 

PAJAMAS AAAJMPS PAJAMA, garment for sleeping or lounging [n] 

PALABRA AAABLPR word [n -S] 

PALAPAS AAALPPS PALAPA, open-sided dwelling with roof of palm leaves [n] 

PALATAL AAALLPT bone of palate [n -S] 

PANACEA AAACENP remedy for all diseases or ills [n -S] 

PANADAS AAADNPS PANADA, thick sauce [n] 

PANAMAS AAAMNPS PANAMA, lightweight hat [n] 

PAPADAM AAADMPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPASAN AAANPPS bowllike chair [n -S] 

PAPAYAN AAANPPY PAPAYA, melon-like fruit [adj] 

PAPAYAS AAAPPSY PAPAYA, melon-like fruit [n] 

PARATHA AAAHPRT piece of unleavened bread fried on griddle [n -S] 

PATACAS AAACPST PATACA, monetary unit of Macao [n] 

PATAGIA AAAGIPT PATAGIUM, wing membrane of bat [n] 

PATAMAR AAAMPRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

PIASABA AAABIPS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S] 

PIASAVA AAAIPSV piassava (coarse, stiff fiber) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

QABALAH AAABHLQ cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

QABALAS AAABLQS QABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

RABASKA AAABKRS large canoe [n -S] 

RAMADAS AAADMRS RAMADA, roofed, open-sided shelter [n] 

RATAFIA AAAFIRT almond-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

SAGAMAN AAAGMNS writer of sagas [n -MEN] 

SALAAMS AAALMSS SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v] 

SAMARAS AAAMRSS SAMARA, dry, one-seeded fruit [n] 

SAMSARA AAAMRSS cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n -S] 

SARDANA AAADNRS Spanish folk dance [n -S] 

SATARAS AAARSST SATARA, woolen fabric [n] 

SAVANNA AAANNSV flat, treeless grassland [n -S] 

SHAHADA AAADHHS Muslim profession of faith [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n TALARIA] 

TAMARAO AAAMORT tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n -S] 

TAMARAU AAAMRTU small buffalo of Philippines [n -S] 

TAMASHA AAAHMST public entertainment in India [n -S] 

TAMBALA AAABLMT monetary unit of Malawi [n MATAMBALA, -S] 
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TAMPALA AAALMPT annual herb [n -S] 

TANTARA AAANRTT sound of trumpet or horn [n -S] 

TARAMAS AAAMRST TARAMA, Greek paste of fish roe, garlic, lemon juice, and olive oil [n] 

TARTANA AAANRTT Mediterranean sailing vessel [n -S] 

TATHATA AAAHTTT ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n -S] 

TUATARA AAARTTU large reptile [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

WADMAAL AAADLMW wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n -S] 

WAKANDA AAADKNW supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

YAMALKA AAAKLMY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YATAGAN AAAGNTY yataghan (Turkish sword) [n -S] 

 

Dominant Vowels- 3 A 

ZAMARRA AAAMRRZ sheepskin coat [n -S] 

ZANANAS AAANNSZ ZANANA, zenana (section of house in India reserved for women) [n] 

 


